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Cyc (/ Ëˆ s aÉª k /) is the world's longest-lived artificial intelligence project, attempting to assemble a
comprehensive ontology and knowledge base that spans the basic concepts and "rules of thumb" about how
the world works (think common sense knowledge but focusing more on things that rarely get written down or
said, in contrast with facts one might find somewhere on the internet or ...
Cyc - Wikipedia
[This is the fourth part of a four part essayâ€“here is Part I.]. We have been talking about building an Artificial
General Intelligence agent, or even a Super Intelligence agent.
Blog â€“ Rodney Brooks
In computer programming, the scope of a name binding â€“ an association of a name to an entity, such as a
variable â€“ is the region of a computer program where the binding is valid: where the name can be used to
refer to the entity. Such a region is referred to as a scope block.In other parts of the program the name may
refer to a different entity (it may have a different binding), or to ...
Scope (computer science) - Wikipedia
For a list of free machine learning books available for download, go here. For a list of (mostly) free machine
learning courses available online, go here. For a list of blogs on data science and machine learning, go here.
For a list of free-to-attend meetups and local events, go here ...
GitHub - josephmisiti/awesome-machine-learning: A curated
Background and update on BOIDS, the 1987 model of group motion in flocks, herds, schools and related
phenomena. Includes a Java-based demonstration and many links to related research and applications.
Boids (Flocks, Herds, and Schools: a Distributed
Published and unpublished information on Multics. References to 327 (160 online) technical papers and
books, 74 (68 online) theses and technical reports, 364 internal memos, and 136 (104 online) manuals.
Multics Bibliography
Some notes and solutions to Russell and Norvig's Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach (AIMA, 3rd
edition)
Some notes and solutions to Russell and Norvig's
LEGOÂ® MINDSTORMS(tm) Internals. A note to the reader: some of these links may be unreachable. I'm
leaving them here if only to give credit where credit is due.
LEGO MINDSTORMS Internals - Crynwr Software
Sound design and the future of experience. Amber Case covers methods product designers and managers
can use to improve interactions through an understanding of sound design.
Ideas - O'Reilly Media
A curated list of awesome Python frameworks, libraries and software
Awesome Python
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Virtual pipe organ technology using off the shelf hardware and software
Digital Electronic Organs using Off-The-Shelf Technology
At the beginning of this year Structured Dynamics assembled a listing of ontology building tools at the request
of a client. That listing was presented as The Sweet Compendium of Ontology Building Tools. Now, again
because of some client and internal work, we have researched the space again and updated the listing
Listing of 185 Ontology Building Tools | AI3:::Adaptive
Friday Squid Blogging: Disney's Minigame Squid Wars. It looks like a Nintendo game.. As usual, you can also
use this squid post to talk about the security stories in the news that I haven't covered.
Friday Squid Blogging: Disney's Minigame Squid Wars
ComputerWoordenboek. Omdat ik vaak vragen zoals "Wat is een ..." of "Wat zijn ..." kreeg, heb ik een
woordenboek met computertaal gemaakt. De onderstaande lijst bevat al meer dan 4800 termen, afkortingen,
acroniemen, synoniemen en jargon uit de computerwereld met daarbij een korte beschrijving en/of vertaling.
Computerwoordenboek, PC-Tutorials.nl
This is the bi-weekly visible open thread. There are hidden threads every few days here.Post about anything
you want, ask random questions, whatever.
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